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The sixth Science and Society Seminar concludes

Students from Japan explore the Bay Area with Science Buddies
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JAPANESE STUDENTS AND THEIR SCIENCE BUDDIES took an exciting trip to the Oakland A’s game against the Mariners. (Courtesy of Jalen O’neal)

BY ALEXA GAMBERO
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
From Aug. 22 until Sept. 14, the Science and Society Seminar, sponsored by
the Center of International Programs,
welcomed a group of Japanese students
from Waseda Univesity and Osaka University to the Saint Mary’s campus. Accompanied by a Science Buddy, which
was comprised of a group of Saint Mary’s
students who served as friends and mentors to the visiting students, the Japanese
students were able to explore the campus
as well as various parts of the Bay Area.
The students from Japan were able to attend on-campus events, barbeques, and
visit the Joseph L. Alioto Recreation Center. They even got to spend a day at the
Legacy Garden, collecting locally-grown
produce and making their own pizzas
with the ingredients they gathered.
In addition to attending local events
around campus, the Japanese students
also visited Stanford University, the
Golden Gate Bridge, and Fisherman’s
Wharf.
According to the Program Assistant for
the Center for International Programs,
Shane McCarthy, the Science Buddies
became friends with the Japanese students, and were integral in “helping them

feel more comfortable as they stay here,
while helping them feel comfortable with
their English skills.” As friends and as
students, McCarthy said that the Science
Buddies gave each Japanese student a
“partner in dialogue,” as well as “a friend
to help [the Japanese students] understand American culture more easily.”
Ultimately, “Having the science buddies
makes the Japanese students feel way
more at home and really connected to
the program,” McCarthy said.

“The buddy
component allows
Saint Mary’s students
to have a close-up view
of Japanese culture
without having to
leave campus...The
outcome could be a
lifelong friendship.”
Susie Miller, Director of the Center for
International Programs, helped plan the
first Science and Society Seminar with
faculty from Osaka University. The first

Seminar happened in 2011, and 21 students attended. Students from Waseda
University became part of the program
in 2013. The original goal of the program
was to, “increase students’ confidence in
speaking English in a number of situations including a simulated conference
experience.” Miller said.
Including Science Buddies in the
program has been vital to its six years of
success. “The buddy component allows
SMC students to have a close up view
of Japanese culture without having to
leave campus,” Miller said. After spending around 30 hours paired with a Japanese student, the Science Buddies were
able to bond over shared interests and
experiences. Organizers of the Science
and Society Seminar hope to continue
bringing students together for years to
come. “The outcome could be a lifelong
friendship,” Miller said.
The program concluded with the Japanese students giving final presentations
after a month of attending classes to
sharpen their public speaking skills.
Joe Dominic, one of the science buddies, commented that, “The Science and
Society program is really wonderful.
I’ve been lucky enough to be part of it
for three years and have met some truly
amazing people.”

Sophomore founds custom button company
BY ADRIANA AVILA
STAFF WRITER
Meet Claire Arakaki, an innovative
nineteen-year-old who transformed her
passion for art into a business of her
own called Night Star Studio. In August,
Arakaki created Night Star Studio and
began designing and selling hand drawn
buttons.
If you take a look at some of Arakaki’s
previous art pieces, you may notice a
pattern. Arakaki said, “A lot of my art
tends to be on smaller canvases and
sketchbooks,” and designing buttons just
seemed like a natural fit. “With such a
small canvas, there was no pressure to
fill an entire space with my art.”
Arakaki’s buttons vary in design, color,
and artistic style. Each button is hand-

crafted in a way that makes the most out
of the small framework of the circle.

“My major is
specifically tailored
to this business...You
know when you’re
so passionate about
something, it just
keeps going on in your
mind? That’s what
this business is like.”
When asked what factors inspired
her to make her own business, Arakaki

said, “My mom kept pushing me to do
something with my art. During the summer, I worked with ‘I Love Bad,’ a small
company that produces hemp clothing.
I wouldn’t have gotten the idea without
them. They would send buttons out to
repeat customers, so I was making hemp
buttons over the summer. I really liked
designing them so I thought to myself, I
could sell these!’” And that is just what
she did.
Arakaki’s friends and family have
supported and will continue to support
her along the way. She definitely sees
Night Star Studio growing as she hopes
to expand in the future. “I eventually
want to get them into stores. I’ve been
approaching clubs around campus and
networking.” Arakaki recognizes the imsee Button Company, page 2
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portance of networking. During
the summer, Southern Wine and
Spirits provided Arakaki with
a business opportunity. The
company asked her to design
a series of buttons that would
be used as rewards for their
loyal and returning customers.
Arakaki thoroughly enjoyed the
opportunity to design buttons
for the largest wine and spirits
distributor in the United States.
When asked about one of the
most exciting aspects of her
business, Arakaki said, “Starting
it on my own, then registering
it under the county to make it
an official business not just on
Etsy. In order to make Night
Star Studio an official business,
I had to follow some set rules and
expectations.” Arakaki had to go
to the County Clerk’s Office in
Orange County to fill out a form
called the Fictitious Business
Statement. Next, she registered
the business name and the name
of the owner. After paying a fee,
she had to go through a newspaper to publish the statement
for four weeks. After all this, an

1 Video of Keith Lamont
Scott shooting released after
public protests
Last Tuesday, Sept. 20, the
police shooting of Keith Lamont
Scott occurred, sparking tension
and subsequent riots in Charlotte, North Carolina. According
to the police, officers witnessed
Lamont carrying a handgun
while exiting a vehicle in a parking lot. Pressure continued to
rise when a cellphone video
of the incident was disclosed,
which was taken by the wife of
Lamont, showing her pleading
for her husband to get out of the
car and for the officers to not
shoot him. On Saturday, body
and dashboard camera videos
were disclosed, revealing Scott
backing away from the vehicle
and while officers shouted at
him to “Drop the gun!,” there appeared to be nothing in his right
hand. It is unclear if there was
anything in his left hand either.

Jews in China have had a long
and ancient history, with the

“To act upon one’s convictions while others wait,
To create a positive force in a world
where cynics abound,
To provide information to people when
it wasn’t available before,
To offer those who want it, a choice—”
—Ted Turner

e-mail was sent informing her
that Night Star Studio was now
an official business.
The second year student’s
intended plan at Saint Mary’s
is to split major in business and
art with a concentration in both
digital media and entrepreneurship. “My major is specifically

tailored to this business,” said
Arakaki. While she prepares to
grow her business and graduate,
Arakaki said, “I hope that one
day I can make a living off my
business. It’s something I like
doing. You know when you’re
so passionate about something
it just keeps going on in your

Beyond the Bubble

2 New Policy Cracks Down on
Jews in China
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THE BUTTON-MAKING PROCES has become Claire Arakaki’s passion. (Adriana Avila/COLLEGIAN)

earliest documentation dating all the way back to 7th or
8th century C.E. Just this past
month, President Xi Jinping
locked down Buddhist monasteries in Tibet and tore down
church crosses in Eastern China
as a part of his campaign against
unapproved religion and foreign
influence. For now, the government has essentially forced
the continuation Jewish traditions to stop, along with barring
residents from congregating to
worship for Passover and other
affiliated holidays, removing
signs and relics of China’s Jewish past from public areas. Since
Judaism is not one of China’s five
state-licensed religions, which
includes: Buddhism, Catholicism, Islam, Protestantism, and
Taoism, the fate of this small
group of Jews continues to be
up in the air.
3 Over 160 Egyptian Migrants Retrieved from Sunken
Ship
A boat off the coast of the Nile
Port in Alexandria capsized this
past Wednesday, Sept. 21, carrying an estimated amount of

mind? That’s what this business
is like.”
If you or someone you know is
interested in learning more about
Night Star Studio, you can check
out the company’s Instagram
page @nightstar_studio. For
more information, visit nightstarstudioart.com.

Because there’s a whole
world out there…

450 people with 163 recovered
so far. Most were reported to
be young Egyptian men in their
late teens and early to mid-20s.
The Egyptian economy has seen
some decline recently due to
the lack of tourism since 2011.
Furthermore, migrants moving from Libya have opted to
travel through Egypt, creating
congestion in the region. Libyan
smugglers continue to try and
depart across the Mediterranean
despite the shortage of goodquality boats. With more than
300,000 people attempting to
cross the Mediterranean in this
year alone, roughly 3,500 have
died in their attempts.
Britain Re-elects Jeremy
Corbyn as Leader of Labour
Party
4 Compared to the 59.9 percent of votes Corbyn won last
year, the 67-year-old politician
won 61.8 percent this year with
more than 500,000 votes cast.
As a hard-left leader, his victory
ended up surprising and dividing
the party. The favored candidate,
Owen Smith, only garnered 38.2
percent of the votes, leading to

isolation between many of the
party members, which now is
growing to include younger and
more left-leaning individuals.
Members have criticized Corbyn’s policies, claiming that his
regressive, old-fashioned views
are not the best way to promote
change. The party believes the
best way to accomplish this is to
move Britain towards the center,
not to the left.
5Map of Australia to change
once again
In the past 50 years, Australia
has reset the official coordinates four times. Due to shifting
caused by plate tectonics, the
country has to constantly adjust
their GPS coordinates, especially
since it is one of the fastest moving surfaces in the world. Australia experiences a shift of about
2.7 inches northward each year,
along with a slight clockwise
rotation. With the dawn of the
next generation of GPS devices,
the accuracy will come within an
inch or less to one’s exact location, meaning that setting the
right coordinates will be of great
importance to Australia.

Crime Beat
9/16/16 3:00 p.m.
Incident: Domestic Violence
Synopsis: Report from WRC on
off-campus incident, follow-up
with victim, Oakland PD contacted; case closed
9/17/16 10:30 a.m.
Incident: Property Damage
Synopsis: Broken glass from
picture frame in Filippi Academic Hall; referred to Admin
for KSOE
9/19/16 11:39 a.m.

Incident: Student Handbook
Violation
Synopsis: Off campus party; referred to Community Life

broken and computer laptop
stolen; referred to Loss Prevention and ITS

9/17/16 10:58 a.m.
Incident: Food cooking on stove
set off alarm (no fire, smoke, or
scorching); referred to Residential Experience

9/20/16 10:45 a.m.
Incident: Suspicious Circumstances
Synopsis: Harassing phone call
in Alemany Community; referred to Moraga Police

9/19/16 5:00 p.m.
Incident: SMC Stolen Property
Synopsis: Vehicle off-campus
in Berkeley, CA had window

9/20/16 9:45 p.m.
Incident: Vehicle Damage
Synopsis: Broken window on
practice field; referred to Loss

Prevention
9/20/16 9:20 p.m.
Incident: Burglary Alarm
Synopsis: Area secure on Rheem
Campus - no forced entry and no
one present - unknown cause;
referred to Facilities Services
9/23/16 11:00 p.m.
Incident: Information
Synopsis: An encampment was
located in the PG&E Construction Parking Lot; referred Moraga PD
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NEWS
Campus Snapshots

Campus
Calendar
Presidential Debate Viewing
Party
Monday, September 26
5:30-8:30 p.m.
Soda Activity Center: Moraga
Room
Contact College Communications
x4000

MUSEUM OF ART opens two new exhibits. (Courtesy of @stmarysca on Instagram)

THE LOUNGE showcases student performances. (Courtesy of Terrilyn Ho)

Solidarity Supper
Tuesday, September 27
5:30 p.m.
Mission & Ministry Center Lounge
Contact Nick Van Santen
nv5@stmarys-ca.edu
APASA Friendship Games Fundraiser
Wednesday, September 28
11:30 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
Dante Hall: Quad
Contact Asian Pacific American
Student Association
apasa.smc@gmail.com
Fall 2016 Study Abroad Fair
Wednesday, September 28
12:30-2:30 p.m.
Dryden Hall
Contact Center for International
Program
studyabroad@stmarys-ca.edu
Election Dialogue: Voting
Rights and Wrongs
Thursday, September 29
7:30 p.m.
Soda Activity Center: Moraga
Room
Contact Steve Woolpert
woolpert@stmarys-ca.edu

HEALTH & WELLNESS FAIR offers students a break. (Courtesy of @stmarysca on Instagram

VOLLEYBALL beat rival Gonzaga this weekend. (Courtesy of @stmarysca on Instagram)

JOIN YOUR COLLEGE
NEWSPAPER.
MONDAY AT 6PM
IN DANTE 117.
stmaryscollegian.com

Question, Persuade, and Refer
(QPR) Suicide Awareness and
Prevention Training
Friday, September 30
9:00-11:00 a.m.
De La Salle Hall: Hagerty Lounge
Contact Cynthia Cutshall
cac13@stmarys-ca.edu

The Campus Calendar column
is a service highlighting major
events of the week. To include
your event, email details to
staff@stmaryscollegian.com.
Due to space limitations,
we cannot list individual
club meetings.
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OPINION
Is that smog?

Gary Johnson for
Don’t be Regina George President

BY MATTHEW JAMES
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

BY NATASHA YERRAMILLI
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The weather in this region doesn’t make any sense! It’s freezing at
night and in the morning, but crazily hot when the sun’s out. I’ve heard
several of my classmates talk about their difficulty choosing to wear
shorts or sweatshirts every morning. Whenever you stand in the shade,
it’s significantly cooler there’s wind blowing. Yes, wind only blows in
shady areas. On top of that, it always looks like there’s smog in nearby
areas. Stand next to the cross and look northeast. It will look like there’s
smog. I ask people, “Does this region have smog?” The answer is always
no. I don’t believe them!

Our words can hurt people, regardless of the saying, “Sticks
and stones may break my bones, but words will never hurt me.”
Physical pain goes away with time, but emotional pain has lasting
effects that stay with you forever. To quote a song “Your lies are
bullets, your mouth’s a gun.” Your words and actions can be more
painful than you think. There are Regina Georges in real life, I had
one in my life and it kept me from being able to tell the difference
between genuine and fake people. No one should have a Regina in
life! Be kind.

Terrible scheduling!

We must reprioritize!

BY ALEX CROOK
STAFF WRITER

BY KIMBERLY PASCHAL
SPORTS EDITOR

Another year of Gael men’s basketball, another schedule that’s
bound to keep us from dancing. Prairie View A&M? Really? I’ll
give you Dayton, but a schedule like this won’t do much come
March. Mid-major VCU has made the last six tournaments while
scheduling 19 games against Power Five teams in that span, with
seven being in the top 25. Us? Eight total. Only one of whom was
was ranked, and we lost that game by 13 points. Bottom line: we
need to start playing some serious teams. You don’t bulk up by
lifting light weight. No wonder we’ve missed four of the last six
NCAA Tournaments.

The Department of Transportation recently released specific policies on
self-driving cars. Yes, ladies and gentlemen, we have now commenced the
robot takeover because face it, we obviously are not smart enough to drive
our own cars. Self-driving car policies are not a terrible thing, until you realize
a few amount of the US population owns a self-driving car and we have yet
to create any sort of common sense gun reform. News flash, why can’t we as
Americans agree that gun safety is way more important that self-driving cars.
Face it, “I, Robot,” is the perfect example of why humans should abandon
the self-driving car idea as a whole. We don’t need robots running our lives;
we need to ensure we can exercise our right to bear arms in a safe manner.

‘Doom’ and board

Six Flags cost six figures

BY TERRILYN HO
NEWS EDITOR

BY CAMILLA MARAIS
CULTURE EDITOR

Imagine a world where after paying an arm and leg for tuition,
room and board, and whatever the student activity fee covers, you
get a room with a decent heating system, blinds that don’t fall, a sink
that doesn’t leak, and a window that has a working lock. Sounds too
good to be true, doesn’t it? Well it is, and do you want to know the
best part? Housing is probably still going to charge you for all the
things that weren’t working properly in the first place. Go figure.

This weekend I went to Six Flags Discovery Kingdom. The tickets
were already pricey, as well as the gas, but I could deal. Then, standard
parking cost another $30. Then, the most popular rides were no bags
allowed, forcing you to purchase a $5 locker. The lines were so long, so I
looked into purchasing a fast pass. For $50, I could get my place held in
line. For $70, I could get my place held for longer. For $90, I didn’t have to
wait. This Saturday was easily the most expensive four hours of my life.

100 Word Rants

SHOW US
YOUR
____________.
See news happening? Send it to our Snapchat!
Username: smccollegian

BY MATTHEW JAMES
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
The U.S. is a country with the
strongest political barriers in
the world. By that, I mean both
sides are more divided than anywhere else. People of both parties
are constantly attacking each
other and hating each other for
their views. Politicians who lack
strict ideology are typically downplayed and ignored unfairly. Gary
Johnson is a big example. He
served as governor of New Mexico
from 1993-2001, during which he
thought of himself as an entrepreneur. He helped businesses expand
and he has a passion for helping
people. Johnson is a Libertarian
who believes in policies that are
practical and use a benefit analysis
rather than ideology. He opposes
mass spending by the government
and vetoed 750 bills as governor.
He improved the quality of New
Mexico’s highways, balanced the
state’s budget, and taxes were
never raised under him. He supports civil liberties and constitutional rights. He supports LGBT
rights, gun ownership rights, and
rights to privacy. This makes it
clear that Johnson is someone who
both Republicans and Democrats
alike have equal support for. He
carries views of both sides equally,
as well as neutral centrist views.
What I like most about Johnson is
that he plans to completely reform
our criminal justice system. The
US has by far the largest prison
population and incarceration rates
of any country in the world. Our
prison sentences for all crimes are
by far the world’s longest. Mandatory minimum sentences are
very common. Johnson wants to
change those things. He wants to
focus on rehabilitation and make
sentences more fitting for the
crimes. He is currently the highest-ranking public official to support marijuana legalization and
sees drug addiction as a disease
that can be treated rather than a
serious crime that deserves harsh
punishment. He plans to abolish
life sentences without parole for
juveniles by ratifying the International Convention on the Rights
of the Child, as well as bring back
parole in the federal prison system
and create more alternatives to
incarceration. Gary Johnson is a
supporter of our troops and wishes
to improve the VA medical system
to make sure veterans receive the
proper health benefits. Johnson
wishes to increase the power of the
Environmental Protection Agency
and reduce the pollution levels in
our country. He supports keeping
big money out of environmental
politics and allowing more chances
for environmental innovation.
Gary Johnson is currently at 11
percent in the polls, but doesn’t
have enough support to make it
onto the debate floor next month.
I think he deserves to be in those
debates. Johnson has appeared
on both right and left-leaning talk
shows, which shows that he has
support on both sides. I think he
can provide some great challenging arguments to both Hillary
Clinton and Donald Trump in the
presidential debates.
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OPINION
Bombing the Middle East is terrorism and creates terrorists

A BOMBED OUT POTATO FACTORY is pictured. This particular airstrike killed at least 14 people. (Photo courtesy of The Intercept)

BY JACOB TURNROSE
OPINION EDITOR
On Aug. 9, the Obama Administration decided on a $1.15 billion arms sale to Saudi Arabia.
This is just a sliver of the $115
billion in arms we have sold to
the Saudi Arabian government
since Barack Obama was inaugurated.
Our friend and ally, Saudi
Arabia has waged an air cam-

paign in Yemen since March of
2015, after rebels deposed of Yemen’s Saudi-backed ruler, Abdu
Rabbu Mansour Hadi. This rebel
group, the Houthis, now control
roughly a third of the country’s
territory, despite Saudi Arabia’s
campaign against them.
Throughout this air campaign, there have been numerous accounts of human rights
violations committed by the
Saudi forces. On Aug. 15 of this

year, a Saudi airstrike hit a Doctors Without Borders hospital,
killing 19 people. According to
the New York Times, Doctors
Without Borders announced
that it would be evacuating its
staff from six hospitals because
the group, “could not get assurances that its hospitals would
not be bombed again.”
It’s stories like that, that make
me think — what the hell is our
government thinking by giving

Campus Chatterbox

“Odd, weird, but makes sense for
the school”

Question of the week

“I walk by and don’t really notice
them”

What is your
opinion on
the murals in
Dante Hall?
“Symbolic of the Saint Mary’s
tradition and Collegiate Seminar”
“Unconventional, but enjoyable”
“Why are all the people in hell
wearing flesh colored body
suits?”
“Nice looking, colorful, brightens up Dante Hall”
“They capture the essence of
Dante’s writing”

“Mun dane, and the murals
aren’t connected with the quotes
on the wall”
“People are confused about what
there are and why they’re there”
“I’m not sure what to say about
them”
“Enlightening once you read
the texts”
“An invigorating, impactful,
visceral, detailed masterpiece”
“Nice to have, maybe a little
overrated”
“I enjoy the personal take on the
three stages of afterlife”
“The Purgatorio one is an accurate depiction of finals week”

“Beautiful pieces that are really
meant to recruit prospective
students”
“Overwhelming, intense, colorful, symbolic and dated”
“Intriguing, but also kind of
terrifying”
“Gives light to the hall, while
visualizing death”
“They represent the intellectual and cultural experience we
share at Saint Mary’s College”

BY JOHN JAMISON
Though the intention behind
the practice of trigger warnings
and safe spaces may be honorable,
the implementation of such tools
is misguided. We must remember
that the purpose of academia is
for the growth and development
of minds so that they may engage
the world in a meaningful way.

airstrike could go to a U.S. Embassy with a bomb, or travel to
the United States with similar
intentions.
The same is true for when we
drone bomb targets in Afghanistan, Pakistan, Somalia, etc. It is
a known fact that we have killed
hundreds, if not thousands,
of innocent civilians through
drone strikes. And do we expect
the friends and families of those
victims to be supportive of the
United States and understand
that our intentions are pure?
That would be insane. Those
affected by drone strikes will
likely live with anti-American
sentiment until the day they die
(which may be when the next
drone strike hits).
Fortunately, a Senate resolution to oppose the $1.15 billion
arms Saudi arms transfer received the support of 27 senators. This gives me hope and joy,
as our continued involvement in
the Middle East, our arms sales,
must be reconsidered. Pressure
must be put on elected officials
to rethink our foreign policy decisions. This not just a humans
rights issue, it truly is an issue
of national security. When we
directly or indirectly bomb innocent civilians overseas, we
open up the possibility for those
afflicted to come at our throats
in retaliation.

“I really like their vibrant and
intense colors”
“If you don’t understand Dante,
you won’t understand these
murals”
Campus Chatterbox is a biweekly
column which takes in the public
opinion on the trivial and the not so
trivial. This week, the Chatterbox
asked 23 people to give their opinion on the murals. The Chatterbox
always asks participants to keep
opinions between 5-8 words, but
the Chatterbox also understands
that sometimes an opinion reqires
a five minute monolouge. We try
our best to condense this opinion
down to a palatble length while still
retaining the orignal thought. Please
email jmt14@stmarys-ca.edu with
topic ideas.

Letter to the Editor

“They almost seem out of place”

this country weapons?
Saudi airstrikes are responsible for the deaths of 7,000 in a
conflict that has left more than
21 million people in need of urgent humanitarian assistance.
This evacuation of Doctors
Without Borders staff members
can only have a negative impact
on the health and wellness of
such a devastated country.
Our government says we’re
fighting terrorism by supporting these “anti-terror” regimes,
but I reason that we do just
the opposite. By supporting
these “anti-terror” regimes with
weapons used to kill innocent
civilians, we support radicalization; we create anti-American
sentiment; we recruit terrorists. What does a family feel
when their son has been killed
by an airstrike? What does an
average civilian feel when she
sees the smoke billowing from
a bombed-out hospital? And
then, what does she feel when
she learns of the widely known
fact that the United States is
supporting such insane and
indiscriminate violence?
Has no one thought about
this? Has no government official
considered that tying ourselves
to this kind of violence can pose
a national security risk? It is
certainly possible and logical
that a Yemeni victim of a Saudi

Contentious ideas have long filled
the world, and universities form
a sort of marketplace where they
are either convincing enough to be
bought or discarded unless they
can be further fortified to pass the
tests of reason.
The practices of trigger warnings and safe spaces form a toxic
environment for such a marketplace because they cause the
omission of certain concepts and

A CLOSE UP of one section of the Inferno mural. (Photo courtesy of the artist Ellen Silva)

ideas in our academic spheres.
If we wish to create an inclusive
community here at Saint Mary’s,
it is important to remember such
a community cannot be made
possible by excluding particular
concepts, viewpoints, and ideas
because some individuals may
find them uncomfortable. For
instance, there have been many
times in this country when discussing civil rights for various
minorities was considered an
offensive idea. How might the
practice of safe spaces and trig-

ger warnings have shaped those
debates?
The world is fraught with issues,
dangers, and opportunities that
can neither be avoided or escaped.
Students and academics need to
be capable of grappling with ideas,
no matter how controversial they
may seem, otherwise, we risk
losing the ability to face tough
questions and problems. If we
do not prepare students now for
the intellectual challenges they
will face, how will they ever be
prepared to join the discussion?

The Collegian’s letter policy:
Letters to the editor may be emailed to smccollegian@gmail.com for the print version of The Collegian. Please sign your letter with your full name
and, if applicable, your year in school and/or title.
Anonymous letters are rarely, if ever published.
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The best
coffee shops
for study
time
BY NIKKI MUNSAYAC
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
School started over a month ago
and it’s time to hit the books (if you
haven’t been already). Studies show
that changing where you study can
increase the likelihood of recalling
information, thus getting better
exam grades. Depending on the individual, some can study efficiently
at the desks in their rooms, the
library, classrooms, outside in the
quad, at the gym, or (my personal
favorite) in coffee shops.
Keep in mind that it’s all about
where one can focus best at that moment for whatever task that needs
to be completed. For example, some
days I would first try to study in my
room but had a hard time focusing,
so I would leave for the library but
then get caught up socializing with
a friend or friends, so I decide to go
to a coffee shop, either alone or with
a someone I knew I can study with.
Once I (or we) arrive at the coffee
shop, we get to work for a good few
hours straight. Alternating between
coffee shops is a good idea as well.
What exactly is it about coffee
shops that make them the perfect
study spots? Well first, it fits the
stereotypical college aesthetic.
Taking pictures of a cup of cappuccino with a cute leaf design next to a
laptop and a stack of printed lecture
slides, then posting them with the
caption “study grind” can help motivate students to spend more time
reviewing for class.
Second, there are little to no distractions (hopefully). Most of the
people you find at coffee shops are
either there to relax, complete their
own work, read a book, or catch up
with a friend. It’s just you, friends
(if applicable), your beverage, and
whatever materials you brought
with you. Third, the environment
is different and can feel reviving.
Some places also have this “coffee
shop” vibe—a casual, professional,
sit-down space where one can sit
without feeling rushed out with the
smell of coffee in the air.
Being in a new environment like
a coffee shop can also be reviving
to some because the Moraga and
Saint Mary’s bubbles are real. If
this is something you are unfamiliar
with, it’s a phrase used to describe
a state of feeling stuck or stuck in
a routine—wake up, attend class,
do homework, sleep, repeat. This
is especially common in this area
since Saint Mary’s is located in an
area where adventurous activities
to do is a good distance away by
public transportation or personal
vehicle. Here is a list of a few local
coffee shops I have been to and recommend (in no particular order):
Lafayette: Panache Caffee, Coffee Shop , Starbucks, Peet’s
Moraga: Cafe Louis, Si Si Caffe
Orinda: Geppetto’s Cafe, Peet’s,
Starbucks (the one on Camino Sobrante has a huge beautiful wooden
table)
Walnut Creek: Coffee Shop
(They serve alcoholic or spiked
coffee beverages here.), Caffe La
Scala, The Coffee Bean & Tea Leaf,
Starbucks, Peet’s
Berkeley: SoDoI Coffee Tasting
House, Philz

How to do an SF day trip differently
BY CAMILLA MARAIS
CULTURE EDITOR
If you’ve grown up in the Bay
Area, or at least follow some locals
on social media, you’ve been exposed to the wonderful adventure
land of San Francisco. From the food
to the shopping, museums to hikes,
the bustling city truly offers what
very few can. Famous landmarks
such as the Golden Gate Bridge, Ghirardelli Square, and the MOMA can
expect a continuous flow of tourists
as visitors explore, experience, and
Instagram the best of the Bay.
These sites are famous for a reason; the views, artwork, treats, and
much more are loved by pretty
much any kind of person. When
showing family around San Francisco, or planning a day in the city
with some friends, classic city spots
deliver. The no-risk factor clearly
appeals to many. However, every
time I see a classic shot of tourists
visiting Union Square, my heart
breaks a little for all the hidden gems
our city offers. In between the chain
restaurants and classic landmarks,
visitors can find perfect coffee
shops, authentic eats, and riveting
activities. Whether you come to San
Francisco for a foodie adventure or
cultural experience, here are a few
hidden gems that will take your trip
from basic to breathtaking.
1. The Magic Bus
Ditch the cliché red trolly for a
psychedelic experience! Hosted by
the Antenna Theater, you and your
friends will be transported back to
the 60’s with “bubbles in the air and
flowers in your hair.” The two and
a half hour ride takes you through

GEORGE + LENNIE offers artisan coffee and baked goods in the Tenderloin. (Courtesy of Spulrge)

some of the city’s most legendary
theaters, art galleries, and other
iconic locations of political and social change. Focusing on the protests
stemming from Haight-Ashbury,
the tour starts in Union Square,
takes riders through Chinatown,
North Beach, Montgomery Street,
the Fillmore, and Market Street.
Both the Magic Buses’ drivers and
tour guides stay in character for the
entirety of the ride, embracing the
slang and style of the 60’s. From the
sightseeing to the aesthetic, this ride
is a guaranteed good time.
2. Urban Hikes
Just because you’re in a major
city, doesn’t mean there aren’t any
great outdoors to explore. From
the tallest hill, Mount Davidson, to
the inspiration behind the Outside
Lands Music Festival Stage, Twin
Peaks, there is so much to see (and
capture). Out of the many gorgeous
hike this side of the Bay has to offer,
the Lands End loop has to be my
favorite. It is the perfect length (3.5

miles, not too far to break a serious
sweat but just enough to get you
ready some snacks) and has the perfecting ending view. There’s even a
really pretty rock formation to bless
your friend’s Instagram feeds with.
Conclusively, don’t doubt the power
of San Francisco nature and wildlife.
3. George + Lennie
Move over Verve, Phil’s, and Blue
Bottle. San Francisco’s Eater shares
the lowdown on the cafe originating
from “former Four Barrel barista
and artist Brett Walker, George and
Lennie is a bohemian Tenderloin
hangout.” It’s no secret that coffee fanatics, no matter how hard
they’re craving their caffeine buzz,
do not find themselves wandering
the Tenderloin for new potential
spots. However, George + Lennie
is worth wandering off the regular
path for. Walker definitely brought
his artistic flair to the place, which
is adorned with neon-green walls
and abstract illustrations. The
“mid-century midwest” aesthetic

of the place is very post worthy. And
the drinks don’t disappoint either.
Their rich and earthy espresso is
to die for.
4. Midnight Mystery Bike Ride
Finding the deets on this adventure was tricky, which just made it
seem that much more intriguing.
Basically, by going on to the Midnight Mystery Bike Ride website,
a location is posted each month for
riders to meet. It usually is at a bar
somewhere in the city. The website
states very clearly for riders to meet
at the location by 11:55 p.m., for,
and I quote, “WE RIDE AT MIDNIGHT!” From there, riders are
lead, via bikes, to a mystery destination. There is no limit to the amount
of participants or to the location, but
rest assured, this is one of the most
unique ways to see the city. Best of
all, once the riders have reached the
final destination, a party is waiting
for them. There’s nothing like a little
booze to rest up some sore muscles
and cap off a night.
5. Plow
Brunch is perfect. Brunch done
beautifully is on another level. Plow
sets the perfect stage for the most
fun meal of the day; the minimalist rustic aesthetic is homey, the
location is sweet, and the food is
beautiful. From fluffy lemon ricotta
pancakes, to crispy potato hash,
to the unique HK toast (which is
better than a cinnamon roll, trust
me) this menu is filled with wins.
Plow’s homemade English muffins
and peach upside down coffee cake
will not only bless your taste buds,
but social media platforms as well.
Everyday is better with brunch,
especially in the culinary capitol of
San Francisco.

Coffee Shop expands to new Lafayette location
BY CAMILLA MARAIS
CULTURE EDITOR
When I heard that Walnut
Creek’s beloved Coffee Shop
was coming to Lafayette, I literally counted the days to my
free afternoons. I could not wait
to explore the menu, drinks,
ambience, and a to have truly
gourmet café experience. Two
friends and I decided to try to
new spot this past weekend,
all of us a little too excited for
some off campus noms. We arrived a little after noon in order
to try both the delicious drinks
and freshly prepared meals. I’ll
be honest, parking was a little
bit of a nightmare (like downtown Lafayette always is on the
weekends). Once we had secured
parking we strolled up to the
little shop; I immediately loved
the open atmosphere and vibe
the place had. From the cute
interior design to the family,
pet, and alcohol-friendly vibe, I
knew this was a place everyone
could enjoy.
The alcoholic beverages are a
nice touch the Coffee Shop has.
They offer a wine and beer list,
along with several spiked coffee
and tea beverages. The rest of
the menu is printed beautifully
on a blackboard above all the
coffee machines; half the menu
is beverages, the other is breakfast and lunch bites. After extensively weighing our options,

my friends and I decided it was
time to place our orders. One ordered the highly recommended
mint latte with the pear and
goat cheese flatbread, the other
an iced orange coconut latte
with the croque madame, and
I ordered an iced matcha latte
with the kale, manchego, and
almond salad. We also ordered
a chocolate kouign amann, a
delicious looking pastry, to
share. The staff was friendly
and welcoming, ready to offer
any suggestions and make any
adjustments needed. Another
cool thing I spotted in the shop
was at the little typical bar area
where customers can add milk,
sugar, and lids to their drinks,
alongside the half and half and
2 percent milk was also jugs
of soy and almond milk. While
most coffee shops now to offer
those dairy-free alternatives,
having them out for everyone’s
convenience was a nice touch.
As we waited for our food and
drinks, we enjoyed sitting in the
sunshine and people watching.
We completely devoured the
chocolate kouign amann, partially because we were so hungry
and partially because it looked
so delicious. The buttery pastry
paired with melty chocolate was
incredible, our sever was right
to suggest having it warmed
up. Next, our drinks arrived.
My friend’s mint latte was cool,
creamy, and decorated with a
fresh spring of mint. Similar to

the highly popular Mint Mojito
latte from Philz, this latte is her
new favorite thing. Next, we
passed around the iced orange
coconut latte. This was easily the best thing we had so far.
While we were worried that it
would be too sweet, this latte
used the notes of orange and
coconut to highlight the coffee flavor, not mask it. Thick,
sweet, and delicious, this latte
is to die for. Lastly, we all tried
my matcha latte. I am a huge
matcha fan, so when I took a
sip and experienced the creamy
and earthy taste I love so much,
I was in heaven. Where some
cafe’s skimp and only use a few
scoops of matcha per latte (it
is expensive stuff ), the Coffee
Shop embraced the greatness
of strong matcha in wonderful
portions.
By the time our food arrived,
we had officially entered heaven. Again, we passed around
bites of each other ’s meals.
( What are friends for?) We
started with the pear and goat
cheese flatbread; crispy bread
piled high with sweet pears,
tangy goat cheese, and fresh
mixed greens was an immediate
hit with us. However, the flavors
of the croque madame and kale
salad surprisingly surpassed our
first entree. Buttery crisp bread
layered with melty cheese, salty
ham, and smothered in a savory
cream sauce, if a croque madame
is wrong I don’t want to be right.

Licking our fingers and stealing
bites, this sandwich was a surefire hit. To redeem the rich sandwiches and pastries, we shared
portions of the kale, manchego,
and almond salad. Salty cheese
and crunchy toasted nuts were
the perfect complement to this
fresh and bright salad. I have
had many kale salads during my
time living in California, and
this one is up to par. After a day
of indulging, this salad hits the
spot without being rabbit food.
Another thing I really appreciated about the café was
the prices; usually trendy cafés
can afford to charge more than
a pretty penny for their drinks
and delights. However, the Coffee Shop prices are relatively
modest for the quality of food
and drinks they serve. For my
friends and I to each have a
drink, entrée, and a pastry to
share, it was only a little over
$45, which isn’t bad considering all the different flavors and
bites we got to share. I’m already
calling dibs on several different
spots within the cafe for when I
get on my finals study grind, for
I know this is a place where the
nourishment will motivate my
long hours of preparation. Overall, the Coffee Shop is a gift to
us all, and you will see me there
quite often. From the espresso
to the pastries, salads to the iced
teas, this menu is fresh, flawless,
and has something for every
craving and palette.
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SPORTS
Meet the Athlete: goalkeeper Remi Prieur

Sports
this week
WOMEN’S SOCCER

Sun. (Oct. 2) Pacific, 1:00 p.m.
Gaels draw in last non-conference
game against UC Davis. They begin
WCC action Sunday at UOP.

MEN’S SOCCER

REMI PRIEUR defends the net during the Gaels’ first practice of the year. (Courtesy of SMC Gaels).

BY ALEX CROOK
STAFF WRITER
Alex Crook: Why did you
choose Saint Mary’s?
Remi Prieur: Coming here, I was
originally going to be a Kinesiology
major and Saint Mary’s has a really
good program, so that was one of
the reasons why I came here, and
then also I love the coaching staff.
Chris Brown is a really great goalkeeper coach. The mixture of a good
academic environment and a great
athletic environment both played
parts in my choice to go here.
AC: Why did you redshirt your
freshman year?
RP: It was kind of tough coming
in with the situation that I was in.
There were two great goalkeepers
ahead of me who had a really great
season: Andrew Konstantino and
Lucas Champenois, who graduated
last year. When you are battling out
more experienced guys, being a
freshman coming into a Division I
team as a goalkeeper is tough.
AC: When did you move here
from France and what was that
transition like?

RP: I was born in Austria and I
moved to the Bay Area when I was
two years old. My family is from
Paris and they were in Austria at
the time doing their studies, so I
moved here when I was two and I
have been here ever since. My family
just moved down to Carlsbad (in San
Diego County) two summers ago.
AC: Describe the attitude towards soccer in France versus
that of the United States.
RP: They are very, very focused
and dedicated. I know from what
my mother has told me. She said in
France you either play soccer or you
go to school. You can’t do both.
AC: What was it like in the San
Jose Earthquakes’ academy?
RP: It was a lot of fun. I was there
for four and half years. [They] really
developed me as a player.
AC: Do you know Chris Wondolowski [from the Earthquakes
and US Men’s National Team]?
RP: Not personally, but he has
come out to train a couple times
when I was with the academy, which
was fun.
AC: What kind of team culture
do Coach Cooper and Coach

Chris foster around the team and
how do you like that?
RP: We like to do things as a
team. We have team things we do
the day before games and then we
have things we do right before we
go out to the field. After the games,
we meet as a team and we reflect on
our performance. We kind of have a
routine that we do and we kind have
been pushing through that.
AC: Give me a day in the life of
a student-athlete here at Saint
Mary’s.
RP: Today, I woke up at 8:00 in the
morning, showered, had breakfast,
got ready for class, drove to school
with my teammate Jeremiah Michael, went to class at 9:15, had class
from 9:15 to 12:50, got lunch at 12:50
real quick and then we had film at
1:00 and then right after that we
came out here.
AC: Favorite club team and
why?
RP: Paris Saint-Germain, just
because I am from Paris and that is
where my whole extended family
is from.
AC: Messi or Ronaldo?
RP: Messi.

AC: Favorite food?
RP: Crêpe.
AC: If you could binge-watch
any show on Netflix right now,
what would you watch?
RP: “Narcos.”
AC: Favorite thing about Saint
Mary’s so far?
RP: I like how close everyone is.
Everybody on campus knows each
other just because it is such a small
school, so you kind of have a connection with all the students.
AC: What went through your
mind when Coach Cooper said
you were starting against Fullerton?
RP: I was kind of ready for it. As I
said earlier, I have been waiting for
that moment since I have been here
for the past year. I played in some
games in the spring and it was just a
matter of time before I got my shot,
so I was focused and driven for this
moment.
AC: What do you hope for your
next three years?
RP: The ultimate goal for everyone on this team is just to get a ring;
get a WCC championship and make
a run in the tournament.

What makes Fantasy Football a phenomenon?

Sat. @ West Virginia, 9:00 a.m.
Mon. (Oct 3) @
Pittsburgh, 4:00 p.m.
Gaels fall to UC Davis, tie against
Sac State. Their next two games
will be against East Coast teams.
WOMEN’S VOLLEYBALL

Tues. @ USF, 7:00p.m.
Thurs. vs LMU, 1:00p.m.
Gaels defeat Bulldogs, but fall to the
Pilots. They take the road for their
first WCC away match, but return
CROSS COUNTRY

The inside-scoop on why football fans are so obsessed with it

BY DJ PFEFFERKORN
STAFF WRITER
Fantasy Football is an addiction, trust me. It is once again that
time of the year when Fantasy
Football apps take over our lives
and Sundays are spent in front of a
television for countless amounts of
hours. Not only do you lose friends,
due to the extreme competitive
nature of the fantasy football, but
it happens every week that one of
your players are up against your
favorite team. You find yourself
caught in a huge dilemma. You
feel like a traitor because every
time your player makes a good play
against your team you get excited.
Fantasy Football makes it very
hard to root for just one team and
it seems like it is getting worse every year. Even if you select players

from the team you root for, your
friends will nag you for choosing
that player strictly because he is on
your favorite team. It is a lose-lose
situation and if you decide to play
Fantasy Football because there is
only one team that you will be truly
rooting for, and that is yours.
Fantasy Football has added yet
another competition to attending
sport venues because it makes television a much easier option if you
want to watch all of your players
perform. Even if you attend an NFL
game, you will notice that many
Fantasy Football players are stuck
on their phones constantly checking their team rather than watching the game in front of them.
Despite some of these negatives,
Fantasy Football season is one of
the best times of the year and gives
sport fans a chance to manage their

own team. Also, the strategy that
goes into Fantasy Football every
week is always different because
players may get hurt and adjustments should be made based on
team schedules or bye weeks.
When you add all the hours
spent on Fantasy Football, it turns
out to be a pretty big commitment,
especially when there is money involved. Therefore, I offer a few tips
to keep in your playbook during the
rest of your fantasy football season.
The first major tip is when it
comes to trading: I found it productive to wait until week three
to accept trade offers. Many times
Fantasy Football team owners tend
to make impulsive decisions early
in the season and trade their first
pick just because they had one bad
game. By following the week three
rule, this can be avoided because

your team’s talent will often show
by the third week.
The second tip is if the defense
you chose in the draft is underperforming, picking up defenses
on the free agent waiver is never a
bad idea. By looking at their schedule, it is possible to play different
defenses by week.
The last tip I have is the only way
to evaluate how your players are
doing is by watching the games.
There are countless numbers of
articles and advice written online,
but by watching your players perform, you will be able to evaluate
their performance yourself and
feel more comfortable benching
or starting players.
Last, but certainly not least, I
wish the best of luck to all fantasy
owners this football season, except
the ones who are in my league.

Sat. (Oct.1), Stanford
Invitational
The Gaels are currently preparing
for the Stanford Invitational.
MEN’S GOLF
Oct. 3-4, Nick Watney
Individual, Fresno, CA
Saint Mary’s moved two spots
up leaderboard and improved
team score by more than 10
strokes to finish day two of the
Inverness Intercollegiate.
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Gaels open WCC play against northwest rivals

LINDSEY CALVIN played a major role in the Gonzaga victory with 13 kills, three blocks, and a .579 hitting percentage. (Courtesy of SMC Gaels)

BY KIMBERLY PASCHAL
SPORTS EDITOR
The women’s volleyball team
began WCC play on Thursday
against Gonzaga. The Gaels
started conference play on a
good note with a 3-1 victory
over the Bulldogs to earn their
first opening WCC game since
2013. In a postgame interview
by smcgaels.com, Head Coach

Rob Browning said, “We’re undefeated in the WCC and it feels
good.”
The Gaels totaled 64 digs
and 10 block while having four
Gaels with double-digit kills.
Two players had over 20 assists
and grabbed six service aces. In
the first set, the Gaels got off to
a quick start with a 10-3 lead.
Everything seemed to be running smooth, until the Bulldogs

started to gain momentum. Both
teams traded points, but the Zags
eventually took the lead. Saint
Mary’s head coach Rob Browning called for a timeout when the
Bulldogs took an 18-15 lead. With
service and hitting errors, the
Bulldogs took a 24-17 and looked
like they were going to finish the
set. The Gaels thought otherwise
after getting a sideout and making a comeback. The Gaels fought

to earn six straight set points on
a 7-0 run to take a 25-24 lead.
Unfortunately, the Bulldogs
capitalized on a service error and
two attack errors by the Gaels
and won the set 28-26. Coach
Browning said, “We started on
fire. We were playing great and
totally caught them off guard.
And then we took a huge nose
dive and played really poorly.
Fortunately, we found ourselves
with a chance to win the first set,
which didn’t work out.”
The second, third, and fourth
sets were much different for the
Gaels. The Gaels finished off
the Bulldogs 25-17, 25-21, and
25-21. Sarah Chase and Lindsey
Knudsen both grabbed doubledoubles with 11 kills and 13 digs
by Chase and 14 kills and 14 digs
by Knudsen. Chase also had four
blocks and two assists. Lindsey
Calvin grabbed 13 kills with a
.579 hitting percentage as well
as three blocks. Payton Rund
played in her first match of the
season and added 13 kills and two
blocks. When asked about their
win over Gonzaga, Rund said, “It
was so awesome.” She continued
to say, “This is what we’ve been
waiting for and this has been our
goal all season, and it was amazing to be back.”
The Gaels win against Gonzaga
was a total team effort with 12
different players contributing.
Emily Bible and Madi Wilkerson

both had opportunities to play
libero. The Gaels hit .024 in the
first set, but eventually hit .462
in the second set, .297 in the
third set, and .217 in the fourth
set. Coach Browning said, “I’m
not concerned with [focusing
on the win beyond tonight]. Our
team knows how good they are.
They ’re really excited about
this win but they’re not finished
by any stretch. Psychologically
they know what they can do
and what’s ahead of them.” The
Gaels were looking to finish their
home stand against Portland on
Saturday.
On Saturday, the Gaels faced
Po r t l a n d , w h e r e t h e P i l ot s
snagged a 3-1 (19-25, 25-22, 2523, 25-10) victory over the Gaels.
The Gaels won the first set 25-19
with a .417 hitting percentage.
However, with 11 blocks total,
seven in the second set along,
by the Pilots, the Gaels could
not hold them off. The Gaels also
struggled with 23 attack errors,
a hitting percentage of .140 the
remaining sets, and eight service
errors.
The Gaels now look to defeat
their Bay Area rival, University
of San Francisco, as they travel
to the Dons home on Tuesday.
They will then return to McKeon
Pavilion for two home games
against Loyola Marymount and
Pepperdine this Thursday and
Saturday, respectively.

Power move gives Tebow a shot at MLB

TIM TEBOW making headlines again, but not on the football field. (Courtesy of usatoday.com)

BY DJ PFEFFERKORN
STAFF WRITER
This week, Tim Tebow made
his instructional league debut
for the New York Mets in Port St.
Lucie, Florida and as expected, a
large crowd of 600 people were in
attendance to watch the former
quarterback show off his baseball
talent. Ever since the Mets gave
Tebow a chance to play in the MLB,
it has spurred debates whether
they truly see potential or if it is
just a promotional move.
The last time Tebow played
competitive baseball was his senior
year of high school where he posted solid numbers his junior year
while earning All-County and AllState Honors. He was even almost
drafted by the Los Angeles Angels
right out of Nease High School. On
top of all of this, he showed off his

home run power in batting practice
and caught the eye of a few major
league scouts. Even with taking all
this into consideration, it is clear
that this is nothing, but a promotional stunt by the New York Mets.
When the Met’s general manager Sandy Alderson had to publicly
announce that in fact, this was a
baseball move and not a marketing
move, red flags came up. Ironically
enough, Tebow jerseys were being
sold at his instructional league
debut and at the end of the day
they became a top selling jersey
on MLB.com and Fanatics. You
cannot blame the Mets’ decision
to give Tebow a chance because
it is a win-win situation for them,
especially since the MLB has
turned more into a business year
after year. For example, contracts
are becoming increasingly higher
especially for pitchers. In 2015,

Clayton Kershaw received $32
million followed by Justin Verlander who made $28 million. With
contact possibilities this big, it is
common for a player to sign with a
team because of the money rather
than actually playing for the love
of the game.
When it came down to the Mets
signing Tebow, they know that
whether he makes it to the big
leagues or not it will turn out to be
a good business decision because
he will give them good returns and
put the Mets minor league teams in
the spotlight.
Unfortunately, the ones who are
getting the short end of the stick in
this situation are all of the minor
league players who are fighting
for a spot on an MLB roster. Some
minor league players have already
spoken out about how it is unfair
that Tebow gets a chance to attend
the instructional league mainly
because of his name rather than
a player who has been working
his whole baseball career to get to
that point.
After evaluating the videos of
Tebow in his tryout and instructional league thus far, it is evident
to see that even though he can
show power in batting practice, he
struggles hitting off major league
pitching and outfield mechanics.
In his scouting report, Tebow
received a below average score
of 40 for his arm strength and a
disastrous score of 35 on his glove,
stating that he does not read the
ball well off the bat. By the end
of this (probably by the winter),
Tebow will make the Mets plenty of
money, but most of all prove once
again that Major League Baseball is
all about business as he will return
to his day job broadcasting games
on the SEC network.

HAVE A NOSE
FOR NEWS?
Editorial staff positions
now open. Visit
stmaryscollegian.com/
join

